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Earth Month Recycling Game!

One empty tissue box (rectangular)
1 square building block (or dice)
Colorful duct tape or crafting tape (use
acrylic paint or markers if you don't
have tape)

MATERIALS:

Cardboard (or an empty cereal box)
A marker or pen
Tissue paper, stickers or whatever you
prefer to decorate the tissue box (optional)

SET UP INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Lay all of your playing cards out and turn them face-side down.

2. Have the first player roll the die and whichever color you roll, try to pick that color by flipping
one card over and seeing if its a match.

3. If its not a match, flip the card back over and try to remember where it is for your next turn!

4. If it is a match, the player puts the card into your the correct slot in your recycling bin tissue box.

Lastly, transform your square block or old die into the die for the game. Using tape
or paint cover each side with the colors you chose for the categories.

Flip your tissue box upside down and cut six slits big enough
to insert a playing card (if you are using cardboard for your
cards, make sure the slits are wide enough to fit the cards)

Take your cardboard or cereal box and cut it up into
12-18 equal sized pieces (a little smaller than standard
playing cards).

On each card use a marker/pen to write a different
recyclable item on it, along with a small picture for
visual aid (2-3 items for each category: plastic, glass, paper,
organic, metal and e-waste).

On the top of each slit write the name of the recycling
categories and assign each a color.

Label each card (on the same side as the writing/drawing) with the correct color you
decided to make for the category. For example if the item is newspaper, label that card
with the color you chose for paper recyclables.

5. Whoever recycles the most wins!

HOW TO PLAY:

Decorate your tissue box with colored tissue paper, stickers, or markers (make sure you
do not cover the card slots you made or the tissue opening).
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Visit ifnotyoubooks.com for more fun activities!

http://www.ifnotyoubooks.com/

